
 

 

 

The Wines: 
 

 Rully Clos La Folie blanc: This walled vineyard occupies the northeast facing slope in front of the house. The 

current 4.7 acres of vines were planted in 1972 and share the clos with a parcel of cassis and a small orchard of 

cherry trees. The wine is made in tank.  

 

 Rully 1er cru Clos du Chaigne blanc: Chaigne is one of the domaine’s two flagships. Its eight acres of vines 

were planted in 1971 and grow to the side of its sibling Clos Saint Jacques but higher up the slope. Conse-

quently, its wine is racier and finer, and these days especially transparent with its minerality.  Like the Saint 

Jacques, this is raised in tank (roughly 60%) and oak (roughly 40%, of which part is new oak and part is 

older). 

 

 Rully 1er cru Clos Saint Jacques blanc: Clos Saint Jacques’s 4.2 acres were planted in 1952 in a postage 

stamp of a vineyard that faces due east on a steep slope (this enclosed vineyard should not be confused with 

Rully’s larger Les Saint Jacques vineyard to the south). The wine is replete with old vine intensity, finesse, 

and length. Year in and year out it is one of the appellation’s finest whites.   

 

 Rully Bellecroix rouge: The Bellecroix vineyard grows down on the slope that ends at the town of Chagny. 

Chagny was besieged centuries ago by one of the many marauding bands of mercenaries that ran around 

Europe in the Middle Ages, and a battle took place here that lifted the siege. Presumably, a beautiful cross 

once stood on the site to commend the victory, giving name to the vineyard. The domaine makes two reds 

from its 11.8 acres, planted in 1962: the classic Bellecroix, made traditionally with punch-downs and aged all 

in tanks; and the Cuvée Marey, which is made by an old method of holding the cap down during the cuvaison 

and in so doing emphasizing fruit.  Marey comes from the vineyard's corner parcel that has the most eastern 

exposure and is aged one-third in predominately old barrels and two-thirds in tank.  Both cuvées are made 

entirely with de-stemmed fruit.    

 

 Marc de Bourgogne: This is an out-of-fashion double-distilled brandy made from the pomace of the domaine’s 

Pinot Noir grapes by a distiller. The process is the same as for Italian grappa, but grappa traditionally never 

sees the inside of a barrel (time was when Marc de Bourgogne far outsold grappa in America, but then the 

Italians discovered fancy bottles…). Folie’s marc—the word rhymes with car—is made up of several lots, the 

youngest of which has aged for a minimum of 20 years in barrel before bottling. This extended ageing, cou-

pled with the care of the distillation process, makes for an aromatic, complex, and rugged eau de vie.  A maxi-

mum of 600 bottles are produced each year. 

 

        Tasting our marc causes serious addiction immediately, but it is a good one that makes you live very old in a     

        healthy way.  --Jérôme Noël-Bouton 
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